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Abstract - This work designs a Kerwin, Huelsman, and Newcomb (KHN) biquad filter using Double-Gate (DG) MOSFETs. The 

differential amplifier topology has been used to realize and analyze this device to conserve energy. The KHN Biquad filter 

prototype has been fabricated and verified. Various parameters such as the center frequency, DC gain, bandwidth, power 

dissipation, and quality issue have been discussed. The sub-sections of this device, such as the high-pass stage filter, pass 

frequencies above 10 kHz; the band-pass stage filter works well for frequencies range 4 kHz - 45 kHz, and the low-pass filter 

allows frequencies less than 10 kHz. This device provides a Universal Biquadratic filter that dissipates less power than the 

original KHN biquad filter. 

Keywords - Double-gate MOSFET, KHN Filter, Differential amplifier, Low energy device, Microelectronics, VLSI. 

 

1. Introduction 
Filters can separate signals, allowing only the relevant 

frequencies to pass while attenuating the undesired ones. 

Filters are also employed in data conversion to remove the 

effects of aliases in analog and digital systems [1-3]. They are 

also used to smooth the waveform at the output of a digital or 

analog system by reconstructing the signal and removing 

higher frequency components like the sampling frequency and 

its harmonics [4]. In high-gain amplifiers or single supply 

circuits, DC offset can be stopped using a straightforward 

single-pole high-pass filter [5]. An example of a multiple-

feedback filter circuit is the Kerwin, Huelsman, and Newcomb 

(KHN) filter, which may simultaneously provide the filter 

responses such as Low Pass (LP), High Pass (HP), and Band 

Pass (BP) from a single active filter design. These transfer 

functions are realized via biquadratic (Biquad) circuits [6, 7]. 

 

The KHN biquad is similar to the state variable filter and 

can be designed using various techniques [8]. The transfer 

function is quadratic in the numerator, and the denominator, 

hence the name; A biquadratic function is the transfer function 

as a result. Looking at the previously designed KHN filter 

circuits were designed using numerous methods, but most are 

op-amps [9, 10]. Ibrahim et al. [11] have realized that gain-

bandwidth amplifier operating products do not affect current 

conveyors. Naidoo et al. [12] have suggested that the 

operational amplifiers and single-gate MOSFETs are 

examples of conventional components with higher power 

requirements and larger electronic package sizes. The voltage-

mode KHN biquad filter has more power consumption and 

less bandwidth than the current-mode counterpart [13]. The 

current-mode KHN biquad filter using modified CFTAs, 

frequency, and quality factor (Q) cannot be independently 

tuneable. The frequency for the biquad filter can be tuned from 

8.16 kHz to 628 kHz, and the minimum phase noise in the 

entire tuning range is 90.3 dB/Hz with an offset frequency of 

100 Hz [14, 15]. A KHN filter circuit suggested by Koksal and 

Sagbas [16] relies on several resistors to switch from the 

current mode to the voltage mode and is not electronically 

adjustable. Bekri and Anday [17] have suggested a current 

differencing transconductance amplifier. However, the filter 

can only be designed as a low-pass, and the properties of the 

transfer function cannot be achieved. The suggested RC-RC 

decomposition current-mode filter had the drawback of 

requiring numerous passive parts in its construction. A square 

root domain lossless integrator KHN biquad filter was 

proposed by Olmez and Cam [18]. The MOS transistor was 

used to create the biquad filter. The secondary effects result in 

variations from the ideal MOS transistor properties because 

the MOS transistor's dimensions are shrinking. 

 

Hamid and Colombo [19] provided a fully simulation-

based approach to designing analog circuits in  2008. In the 

optimization process, yield is used as the cost function. It was 
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based on the non-overlapping population GA technique. 

Based on the population size, the algorithm creates a random 

initial generation of individuals and then creates new sets of 

individuals with each subsequent generation. The concepts 

had been put into practice employing 0.35-m AMS technology 

on balanced OTA. Hamed et al. [20] investigated the 

fractional-order KHN low-pass and high-pass filters based on 

four approximation techniques: continued fraction expansion, 

matsuda, oustaloup, and valsa. Fractional-order filter 

fundamentals were reviewed afterwards; a comparison was 

made between the ideal and actual characteristics of the filter, 

realized with each approximation. The operational amplifier 

becomes heats up whenever used for a long time. Hence more 

power will be consumed (according to Ohm's law) [48]. 

 

The proposed design solution is to improve the KHN 

filter's performance regarding power consumption, accuracy, 

efficiency, noise, and reducing thermal effect. The outputs of 

the KHN filter simultaneously include low-pass, high-pass, 

and band-pass filters. The voltage-mode KHN filter presented 

has an electrically tuned cut-OFF frequency and quality factor. 

The proposed filter circuit is designed and analyzed to 

enhance the linearity and other properties of the KHN biquad 

filter. This work will analyze the parameters: frequency, Q-

factor, voltage, and current mode. The DG MOSFETs have 

been used as a possible design solution to encounter the 

setbacks KHN filters face (using op-amp). Modern amplifiers 

have a flat frequency response of 425 kHz. The designed 

version of KHN biquad uses a differential DG MOSFETs 

amplifier to reduce noise and power consumption. This paper 

has been organized as follows. Section 2 has the design 

methodology for this device. Section 3 discusses the op-amp-

based KHN; however, Section 4 has the design and analysis 

of the DG MOSFET-based KHN biquad filter. Section 5 has 

a prototype design and analysis of this DG MOSFET-based 

KHN biquad filter. Finally, Section 6 concludes the work and 

recommends future aspects. 

2. Design Methodology 
The DG MOSFETs are good alternatives since they 

enhance the device's performance features while having a 

compact architecture. Figure 1 illustrates the process of 

designing the KHN biquad filter using DG MOSFET [22-24]. 

The KHN biquad filter simultaneously produces high-pass, 

band-pass, and low-pass responses. Separate tests have been 

performed on the filter stages to ensure they produce the 

desired frequency response. The filtered outputs have been 

viewed with a spectrum analyzer. The high-pass stage filter 

will pass frequencies above 10 kHz, the band-pass stage filter 

will pass frequencies that range between 4 kHz- 45 kHz, and 

the low-pass filter will allow frequencies less than 10 kHz to 

pass. 

 

2.1. Double-Gate (DG) MOSFET 

The BF998 Double-Gate (DG) MOSFET has been used 

for the circuit design because of its low voltage (5 V) supply. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Method for KHN biquad filter design with DG MOSFET 

With a high forward transfer admittance to input 

capacitance ratio, the DG MOSFET has a high forward 

transfer admittance and short channel transfer. A low noise 

gain amplifier for frequencies up to 1 GHz is available in the 

BF998. With a voltage supply ranging from 3 V to 7 V, the 

DG MOSFET is appropriate for use in Very High Frequency 

(VHF) and Ultra-High Frequency (UHF) applications. The 

BF998 MOSFET needs a positive voltage input to operate as 

an enhancement-type transistor [25-27]. The DG MOSFET 

has superior power efficiency and switching capabilities than 

the single-gate MOSFET because it has a lower width and 

provides better gate control over the channel. As a result of the 

DG MOSFET's smaller size, the filter circuit may become 

smaller, resulting in a reduction in the circuit's overall weight, 

which reduces the heat generation inside the circuit during its 

working conditions. Hence the filter circuit will be more 

efficient. Fig. 2 shows the double-gate MOSFET schematic. 

        

Fig. 2 Basic design of BF998 dual-gate MOSFET 

The introduction of DG MOSFET as a bridge to new 

technologies and a way around single-gate MOSFE's 

challenges. These MOSFETs have achieved extended scaling 

below 65-nm technology and have gate lengths as small as 25 

nm [3, 23, 24, 27]. The subthreshold swing is inversely 

proportional to MOSFETs' channel length and threshold 

voltage, although the two parameters are directly correlated in 

other devices. As length decreases, the Short Channel Effects 

(SCEs) are generally induced by lateral electric fields from 

source to channel and drain to channel [28-30]. Focusing on 

the design and manufacture of the DG MOSFET, using two 

gates enables active control of the electric field generated by 

offering the user more channel control than in single-gate 

devices. Given that they are common single-gate (SG) 

MOSFETs like the 2N7000, important parametrization has 

been considered, such as explicit threshold voltage models 

incorporating gate-to-source voltages for both gates of the DG 

MOSFET and their relationship. The maximum operating 

conditions for the BF998 MOSFET are shown in Table 1. 

DG MOSFET 
KHN Biquad 

filter with DG 

MOSFET 

Filterd Outputs 

KHN Biquad 

filter 
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Table 1. Maximum operating conditions for the BF998 MOSFET 

Symbol Parameter Max 

VDS Drain-source voltage 12 V 

ID Drain current 30 mA 

PT Total power dissipation 200 mW 

F Noise figure (800 MHz) 1 dB 

 

It permits a maximum drain-source voltage of 7 V, a 

maximum drain current of 30 mA, a maximum total power 

dissipation of 200 mW, and a noise figure of 2.8 dB at an 

operating frequency of 800 MHz. The saturation region for the 

double gate MOSFET starts when the drain-source voltage is 

4 V and gate-1 to the source is 0.4 V; the drain current is at 

maximum (Id = 21 mA). The drain current in the saturation 

region can be expressed as [3, 23, 24]: 

Ids = μeffCoxeff
W

L
[(Vg1 − V0)

2
−

8rk2T2

q2
eq(Vg1−V0−Vds)/kT]              (1) 

where μeff is the effective mobility and Coxeff is the 

effective capacitance oxide. Vo is close to the threshold 

voltage of DG MOSFETs and relates to Silicon thickness. 

Here, Vo is produced by: 

V0 =
2kT

q
ln [

2

tsi
√

2εsikT

q2ni
]         (2) 

Where tsi is the Silicon thickness and is proportional to the 

subthreshold. The drain current in the subthreshold zone can 

be expressed as [3, 23, 24]: 

 

Ids = μeff
W

L
kTnitsie

q(Vg1)/kT[1 − e−q(Vds)/kT]     (3) 

The transconductance and the OFF-state current can be 

estimated using the drain current expression in the saturation 

area and the subthreshold region [3, 23, 24]: 

gm(x) =
dIds

dVg1

|Vds = μeffCoxeff

W

L
[2(Vg1 − V0) −

8rkT

q
e𝑞(Vg1−V0−Vds)/𝑘𝑇] 

            (4) 

For the OFF-state current, Vds=0. Hence, the OFF-state 

current is expressed as [3, 23, 24]: 

IOFF(x) = μeff
W

L
kTnitsi[1 − e−q(Vds)/kT]               (5) 

 

However, in this work, the operational amplifiers (op-

amp) have not been used as a possible solution for the design. 

The DC gain of the filter circuit is (with op-amp) at -3 dB, 

which translates to an open loop voltage gain, as seen from the 

filter's response curves in Fig. 3(b). The response also 

demonstrates that the Q value causes the output curves to peak 

at a maximum voltage gain at the corner frequency. The low-

pass, high-pass, and band-pass filters were cascaded to 

produce the output signals in Fig. 3(a). The low-pass, high-

pass, and band-pass filter circuits have been realized 

independently before being cascaded to match the design 

requirements. The input signal is linked directly to the 

inverting input terminal of the op-amp, causing integrators to 

produce a phase lag with a negative sign denoting an 1800 

phase shift. The op-amp (A3's) input signal is connected to the 

output of the op-amp that comes before it, A2; hence its input 

is represented as VBP and its output is given as VLP in this 

instance. Then, using the op-amp basic equation, the transfer 

function for A3 can be given as [34, 35]: 

 

A3 =
VLP

VBP
= −

1

2πfCRC
             (6) 

To find the transfer function for A2, the same method used 

to find A3 will be used. The input voltage is the high pass filter 

circuit VHP signal. 

A2 =
VBP

VHP
= −

1

2πfCRC
               (7) 

The output from the first op-amp integrator (VBP) 

becomes the input of the second since the two op-amp 

integrators, A2 and A3, are cascaded. As a result, the following 

is the transfer function between VHP and VLP: 

 

VLP

VHP
= A2 ∗ A3 =

1

(2πfCRC)2                  (8) 

The two amplifier circuits can be considered one single 

integrator circuit with a cut-off frequency if the same values 

for R and C are utilized to ensure that the two circuits have the 

same integrator time constant. The cut-off frequency [34, 35]: 
 

2πfC = √
R3

R4(RC)2                  (9) 

 

Fig. 3 (a) 

Fig. 3 (b) 
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If R3 = R4, then the cut-off frequency becomes: 

fC =
1

2πRC
                  (10) 

 

The Q factor for the band-pass filter is [34, 35]: 

 

Q =
fC

BW
=

R1(R3+R4)

R4(R1+R2)
√

R3RC

R4RC
                  (11) 

 

If R3 = R4 and components C and R for both integrators 

are equal. This implies that the square-root expression is 1. 

The results from the two integrators, A2 and A3, are VBP and 

VLP, respectively. The transfer function of the biquad filter is 

obtained by changing the integrator equations for A2 and A3 in 

the preceding equation. Therefore, the transfer function is: 

T(s) =
VO

Vi

=
VLP

VIN

 

VLP

VIN
=

R2(R3+R4)

R3(R1+R2)
×

1

RC
R3

R4RC
×

R1(R3+R4)

R4(R1+R2)
×

1

2πfCRC
+

1

(2πfCRC)
2         

                (12) 

This transfer function resembles the normalized second-

order response.  

3. Analysis of op-amp-based KHN 
The circuit in Fig. 4 has been used as a solution for the 

KHN biquad filter. This design will be used as a bridge to get 

the required specification for the following sections. These 

calculations have been computed to select specific 

components for the KHN biquad filter based on amplifiers in 

Fig. 3(a). Since the three signals have the same cut-off 

frequency. The cut-off frequency is 10 kHz from the 

specification. By selecting C to be 1 nF, using Eq. (10), R is: 

R =
1

2πCfC

=
1

2π(1 × 10−6)(10 × 103)
= 15915.49Ω 

 

therefore, the resistor R is 15 kΩ. To get the values for R1 and 

R2, Eq. (11) has been used, and the Q-factor is 2. Since R3 = 

R4 and both integrators have the same values for R and C, then 

R1 and R2 are: 

Q =
R1(R3 + R4)

R4(R1 + R2)
 

 

Selection R1 = 10 kΩ and R3 = R4 to 10 kΩ. Hence, R2 is: 

R2 =
R1(R3 + R4)

𝑄−1R4
− R1 =

10kΩ(10kΩ + 10kΩ)

2−1(10kΩ)
− 10kΩ

= 40kΩ 

Therefore, the selected value for R2 is 30 kΩ. Ao 

expresses the DC pass-band gain; this gain is sampled from 

Eq. (12): 

Ao =
R2(R3 + R4)

R3(R1 + R2)
=

30kΩ(10kΩ + 10kΩ)

10kΩ(10kΩ + 30kΩ)
= 1.5 

 

The gain in terms of decibels is: Ao = 20 log 1.5 =
3.52dB. The maximum gain of the filter can be calculated by 

multiplying Ao and Q-factor: Ao × Q = 1.5(2) = 3 =
9.54dB. The design of the KHN biquad filter is C = 1 nF, R = 

15 kΩ, R1 = 10 kΩ and R2 =30 kΩ, R3 = 10 kΩ, and R4 =10 

kΩ as shown in Fig. 4. All the circuits designed in this work 

are designed using Multisim (v14.1).  

 

After simulating the circuit, the high-pass, band-pass, and 

low-pass output was displayed using the bode plot. The cut-

off frequency for the signals when C is assumed 1 nF and R is 

calculated to be 15.9 kΩ is 10 kHz. The maximum gain is 

equivalent to the calculated gain. The output signals are shown 

in Fig. 5. 

 

After simulating the circuit, it has been proven that op-

amp frequencies are limited, as shown in Fig. 5(a) high-pass 

filter section. 

 
Fig. 4 The KHN biquad filter using op-amps
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(a) 

 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 5 (a) High-pass filter signal, (b) band-pass filter signal, and (c) low-pass filter signal 

 

4. Design and Analysis of Double-Gate 

MOSFET-based KHN 
The circuit shown in Fig. 6 is used to replace the three 

amplifiers [36, 37]. The final designed circuit is shown as the 

proposed solution in Fig. 7. The differential DG MOSFET 

operates on the input signal's saturation through gate-1 and 

gate-2. The DC current in point PR3 in R12 is the sum of the 

DC current in R1 and R2. In ref [8, 28], the amplifiers are 

converted to double-gate MOSFET, as shown in Fig. 7. The 

proposed solution uses the BF998 Silicon N-channel double-

gate MOSFET, which is shown in Fig. 7. This MOSFET leads 

to a reduction in the filter circuit's size. It, therefore, reduces 

the overall weight of the circuit. The performance and 

reliability of the KHN biquad filter will be improved if the 

BF998 is used instead of SG MOSFET. The system will be 

suitable for high-frequency applications since utilizing a DG 

device reduces the input capacitance. The gate-to-channel 

coupling is doubled in the BF998 MOSFET, which improves 

the Short-Channel Effects (SCEs) experienced by SG 

MOSFETS [38-41]. This research work uses DG MOSFET, 

such as BF998, as an alternative for simulation. 
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Fig. 6 Double-gate MOSFE T differential amplifier

The KHN biquad filter using DG MOSFETs in Fig. 7 has 

been analyzed using its small-signal model circuit. The circuit 

is separated into three segments (high-pass, band pass, and 

low-pass filter). The biquad filter is a staged circuit with three 

output signals, and the high-pass filter output signal is the 

input signal to the band-pass filter. The output signal from the 

band-pass filter is the input to the low-pass filter. Calculations 

are made based on the internal structure of the DG MOSFETs.  
 

Fig. 7 KHN Biquad filter using BF998
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 8 Small-signal model for (a) high-pass, (b) band-pass, and (c) low-

pass filter 

 

To calculate the DC gain for the DG MOSFET small-

signal circuit. The input V1 is the sum of the current flow 

between R1 and R14, equivalent to i=ViGm1. Therefore, the 

input voltage is: i[R1||R14||)R2]. The output voltage Vo is: ∝
i(R3||Rds). The gain for gate-1 is: 

AVds =
Vo

V1
=

 ∝ i(R3||Rds1)

i[(R1||R14||R2)]
=

∝  (R3||Rds1)

[(R1||R14||R2)]
 

 

Since the input voltage for gate-2 is zero, this implies that 

the DC gain is infinite. A resistor can be added to resolve this 

so the voltage is not zero. Where Rds is the internal resistance 

of the MOSFET. From Fig. 8(a), the input voltage is the output 

from the high-pass filter 

 

Fig. 9 Designed KHN filter output signal 

The DC gain from gate-1 is AVds =
Vo

Vi
. The input voltage 

is the sum of R6 and internal resistance from the DG 

MOSFET: Vi = i(R6 + Ri), and the output voltage is ∝

i(R7||Rds1). Therefore, the gain is: 

 

AVds =
Vo

Vi
=

 ∝ i(R7||Rds1)

i(R6 + Ri)
=

∝  (R7||Rds1)

R6 + Ri

 

 

The input voltage is the sum of R4 and internal 

resistance from the DG MOSFET: Vi = i(R10 + Ri) and the 

output voltage is ∝ i(R7||Rds1). Therefore, the gain is: 

 

AVds =
Vo

Vi
=

 ∝ i(R7||Rds1)

i(R10 + Ri)
=

∝  (R1||Rds1)

R10 + Ri

 

 

The software used to simulate is Multisim (v14.1). The 

calculations obtained the following results in Fig. 7. A 

capacitor equivalent replaces the resistor R3 to capacitor C to 

ensure that the cut-OFF frequency is unaffected. Two 

equivalent capacitors are added to filter any ripple formed 
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from the output previous stage circuit. The following off-state 

circuit has been simulated. The gates of DG MOSFETs are 

connected to a common voltage in Fig. 7; the results are shown 

in Fig. 9. 

 

Bode plotter-XBP1 shows the high-pass filter signal, 

bode plotter-XBP2 shows the band-pass filter signal, and bode 

plotter-XBP3 shows a low-pass filter signal with cut-off 

frequency, which is 10 kHz, but the cut-off frequency for LP 

is 51.078 kHz.  

 

The magnitude gains all the signal is -6 dB, and the 

bandwidth is f2-f1 = 21.078 kHz - 4.647 kHz = 16.431 kHz. 

The results have been simulated and obtained results are 

shown in Fig. 9. 

 

The design of the KHN biquad filter is C = 22.74 pF, R = 

10 kΩ, R1 = 15 kΩ and R2 = 5 kΩ, R3 =10 kΩ, and R4 = 10 kΩ 

as shown in Fig. 7. The cut-off frequency is 0.7 MHz and Q = 

0.7071. This analysis has been made to check these three 

cases. Case-I is when the two gates share the same input 

voltage, shown in Fig. 10. Case-II is when Vg2 = 5 V and Vg1 

is the input signal, as shown in Fig. 11. 

 

4.1. Case-I 

The results for the proposed solution are shown in Fig. 10. 

The signals are displayed using the bode plotter. The cut-off 

frequency for the three-output signal is relatively the same, 

meaning the simulation was carried out well. 

 

4.1.1. High-pass Filter Output 

The output signal from the high-pass filter with a cut-off 

frequency of 1.0 MHz is shown in Fig. 11(a). 

 

4.1.2. Band-pass Filter Output 

The output signal from the band-pass filter with a cut-off 

frequency of 1.164 MHz is shown in Fig. 11(b). When the 

capacitance of both capacitors is large (C1 and C5=2uF), the 

following signal is obtained. 

4.1.3. Low-pass Filter Output 

The output signal from the low-pass filter with a cut-off 

frequency of 1.194 MHz is shown in Fig. 11(c). 

 

4.1.4. Output Signal using AC sweep 

Fig. 11(d) shows all the realized signals with their phase 

curves. All the cut-off frequencies for the signal are meeting 

closer to 45 degrees. 

 
Fig. 10 CASE-1 KHN Biquad filter using DG MOSFET

 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

 

 
(c) 

 

 
(d) 

Fig. 11 (a) High-pass filter signal, (b) Band-pass filter signal when capacitance is large, (c) Low-pass filter signal, and (d) All the realized Signals 

 

4.2. Case II 

The DG MOSFET can be fed with the same input voltage 

signal in gate-1 and gate-2, which is the first case (Case-I) 

shown in Fig. 10. Now, both gates will be fed with a different 

input voltage signal. For this Case II, gate-2 will be fed with 

an AC signal, and gate-1 will be fed with 5 V DC. Hence the 

DG MOSFETs will be operating in the saturation region. 

 

4.2.1. High-pass Filter Signal 

The magnitude of the signal is -21.714 dB, and the cut-

off frequency is around -27.479 dB. Therefore, Amax is -

21.71+27.479 = 5.765 dB, which is approximately 6 dB. The 

straight-line part's average gradient is calculated using points 

A (127 kHz; -49.697 dB) and B (1.038 kHz; 91.873 dB). 

Therefore, the average is 0.3348 m. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

(c) 

 

(d) 

Fig. 12  (a) High-pass filter signal, (b) low-pass, (c) band-pass filter signal (at fH), and (d) band-pass filter signal (at fL). 
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4.2.2. Band-pass Filter Signal 

To produce the band pass-filter, the low-pass filter and the 

high-pass filter are cascaded; hence, the low side of the filter 

will have the slope of the high-pass filter signal, and the high 

side will have the slope of the low-pass signal. Figure 12(b) 

shows the low frequency, and Fig. 12(b) shows the high 

frequency. The bandwidth for the band-pass signal is 

equivalent to the high frequency since the low frequency is 

way smaller than the high frequency. Therefore, the 

bandwidth is 3.7 MHz. The Q-factor is affected by the two 

capacitors, C2 and C4. Also, they affect the magnitude of the 

signal. If the capacitance of C2 and C4 decreases, the Q and 

magnitude increase. Also, the two capacitors, C2 and C4, 

affect the bandwidth. The magnitude of the signal is -102.685 

dB, and the cut-off frequency is around -109.068 dB. 

Therefore A_max is -102.685+109.068 = 6.383 dB, 

approximately 6 dB. This shows that the system is a second-

order system. 

 

4.2.3. Low-pass Filter Signal 

The datasheet specifies that the signal voltage must range 

from 0.1 V to 0.4 V; therefore, the suggested circuit is 

provided with a signal with a low voltage. The DG MOSFET's 

threshold voltage is 3 V. As a result; the circuit is operating in 

the saturation area of the triode, which is the off-state. The 

gates must be connected to various input voltages to reduce 

voltage drop. The MOSFET will start to function in the 

saturation area as a result. 

 

There are some ripples in the signals which are caused by 

the numerous passive components in the system. The 

simulation proved successful, and improvements will be made 

to enhance the circuit and the output in light of the results. 

5. Prototype Design and Analysis 
The implementation of the full system has been designed 

as a prototype. A KHN Biquad device with the DG MOSFET 

has been designed to allow for isolated testing of the high-

pass, low-pass, band-pass, and pass-band as individual stages. 

The bread-board circuit has been designed in compliance with 

highlighted requirements with regards to drilling sizes, track 

sizes, and the overall circuit size Connections have been made 

for the KHN filter and its associated component and 

equipment, according to Fig. 6 to Fig. 8 at various stages [42-

45]. 

  

The input and realized signals from the three cascaded 

filters have been analyzed. The oscilloscope and function 

generator was used to test the KHN biquad filter prototype 

[46, 47]. The function generator's input signal (frequency) is 

changed to test the high-pass, band-pass, low-pass, and stop-

band. Here, the frequency is varied to check if each cascade 

responds according to the input frequency. 

 

(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 13 KHN biquad filter prototype (a) front side and (b) backside 
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(a) Frequency below the cut-off frequency  (b) Frequency above the cut-off frequency 

 

 

 

(c) Frequency below 4 kHz  (d) Frequency within the bandwidth frequency 

 

 

 
(e) Stop-band frequency  (f) Frequency below the cut-off frequency 

 

(g) Frequency above the cut-off frequency 

Fig. 14 Various parametric analyses of the prototyped design 

 

5.1. High Pass Filter 

The cut-off frequency is 10 kHz for the high pass 

frequency. This implies that the system will reject frequencies 

lower than 10 kHz.When testing the system, it started 

responding when the input frequency was 7 kHz. Fig. 14 

shows the tested results. The frequency response of the high-

pass filter circuit was in-line with the simulated results. 

 

5.2. Band-pass Filter 

The cut-off frequency for the band-pass frequency is 10 

kHz, while the anticipated bandwidth frequency is 41 kHz 

(ranges from 4 kHz to 45 kHz). This suggests that the system 

will reject frequencies higher than 50 kHz and lower than 4 

kHz. The system responded even when the input frequency 

reached 50 kHz during testing but rejected frequencies greater 

than 35 kHz. The test results are shown in Fig. 14(e). When 

the frequency is within the bandwidth, the system responds by 

allowing the signal to pass. The results are shown in Fig. 

14(d).  

 

5.3. Low-pass Filter 

The cut-off frequency for the high pass frequency is 51 

kHz. This suggests that the system will reject frequencies 

above 51 kHz. The system began functioning when the input 

frequency was 60 kHz during testing. The test results are 

depicted in Fig. 14(g). 
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 Compared to the op-amp-based KHN filter, the DG 

MOSFET-based KHN filter design performs better as the 

frequencies are limited in the op-amp. In addition, the DG 

MOSFETs are smaller and compatible, with fewer heat-up 

benefits, and their power consumption is lower than the op-

amp based KHN filter. Therefore, the designed DG MOSFET-

based KHN filter performs better. 

6. Conclusion and Future Recommendations 
The KHN Biquad filter prototype was fabricated and 

tested. Various parameters were discussed, such as the center 

frequency, DC gain, bandwidth, power dissipation, and 

quality issue. The sub-sections of this device, such as the high-

pass stage filter, pass frequencies above 10 kHz; the band-pass 

stage filter works well for frequencies range 4 kHz - 50 kHz, 

and the low-pass filter allows frequencies less than 60 kHz. 

This work provides a Universal Biquadratic filter that 

dissipates less power than the original KHN biquad filter. The 

simulation and the circuit findings were effectively obtained 

by applying circuit topologies. The tested results correspond 

with the theoretical results. This shows that the designed 

prototype is in line with the expected outcome. 

 

In the future, this device can be improved with the help of 

various electronic material replacements in the MOSFET, and 

various other improved MOSFETs (such as GAA, CSDG, 

FinFET, etc.) can be used. 
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